FIRST RANGE OF WORK LIGHTS FOR
COLOUR MATCHING IN THE WORLD
SCANGRIP is the first colour match work light range in the world. Due to special LED features with
high CRI value for perfect colour recognition. Scangrip Colour Match is perfect for any paint,
polish, cleaning or prep-zone operation. They are supplied with a replaceable glass lens resistant
to solvents and long battery life.

SUNMATCH
Handheld
rechargeable work
light with excellent
colour recognition.
Easy to carry in the
pocket or on belt by
the built-in clip.
Position the light by the sturdy hook or use the strong builtin magnet. The lamp is durable,dust and waterproof, IP65.
and has a flexible head which tilts to 180°.
SUNMATCH can be used at 100% of light output or 50%
and operates for up to 3 hours. Supplied with li-ion battery,
charging base and intelligent battery indicator, and for
safety the lamp switches off after 3 minutes of continuous
use. The perfect colour match tool.

MATCHPEN
A Small but very powerful penlight with excellent colour
recognition properties. The light beam can be focused from
10°-70°. Ideal for colour match, inspection and detection of
scratches and swirl marks. IP54 Class. 2 x AAA batteries included.
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MULTIMATCH
The strongest and powerful colour match work
light providing 2000 lumen. Can be used with
cable connection and with battery.
2 step light function provides up to 6 hours battery
operating time. The body is made from strong
diecast aluminium making it shockproof, dust and
waterproof, IP67.
Supplied with a flexible stand for the desired angle this lamp is ideal for colour
matching or for inspection during polishing, painting and cleaning operations.

COLOUR MATCH KIT
Complete kit containing all 3 COLOUR
MATCH products.
Delivered in a handy tailor-made
suitcase.
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